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On September 18h, 2012, RSPO member First Resources Ltd. gave notice on the RSPO 
website that it had begun the 30 day consultation period regarding new plantings by PT 
Borneo. On and around the same date documents were posted on the website outlining 
the results of the social and environmental impact assessment and HCV assessment 
carried out by RSPO auditor TUV Nord, ostensibly demonstrating PT Borneo’s 
compliance with RSPO Principle 7.  
 
These documents, the testimony of members of the Muara Tae community and analysis 
by NGOs provide clear evidence that First Resources Ltd. is operating in violation of 
the New Plantings Procedure and RSPO Principles and Criteria. In sum, First Resources 
Ltd. has: 
 

- Begun clearing land before carrying out the New Planting Procedure; 
- Acquired and cleared local people’s land without their Free, Prior and Informed 

Consent (P&C 2.2, 2.3, 7.5 and 7.6); 
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- Failed to negotiate with and compensate local people for the expropriation of 
their land (P&C 7.6). 

 
It is, further, EIA’s contention that the reports presented by TUV Nord/First Resources 
Ltd. as evidence of compliance with the New Planting Procedure are fundamentally 
flawed and unjustifiably brush aside what are clear, consistent and credible complaints 
of the ongoing expropriation of Muara Tae community rights. The evidence to support 
our conclusions is contained in Annexes 1, 2 and 3 to this letter. 
 
In accordance with the RSPO Grievance Process and the Detailed Process Flow for the 
New Plantings Procedure, we hereby request that the RSPO immediately: 
 

- Conveys these matters to First Resources Ltd. and calls for the company to cease 
land clearing immediately; 

- Undertakes an impartial investigation into the expropriation of community land 
in violation of the RSPO Principles and Criteria; 

- Institutes a transparent and participatory process to resolve the land rights 
conflict in full compliance with the RSPO Principles and Criteria and in a 
manner agreeable to the affected parties; 

- Facilitates the restitution of annexed lands and a compensation process 
agreeable to the affected parties; 

- Conducts an investigation into TUV Nord/First Resources Ltd.’s complete 
exclusion of the views of Muara Tae villagers and land owners from the formal 
reports submitted to the RSPO. 
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Annex 1: Violations of RSPO New Planting Procedures and RSPO Principles 
and Criteria by PT Borneo Surya Mining Jaya 
 
Preparing land before SEIA and HCVA 
The Summary Report of SEIA and HCV Assessment1 (hereafter referred to as “the 
TUV report”) states that “the activities of development in this palm oil plantations 
have not been started yet [sic]”.  
 
This statement is formally contested by EIA.  
 
According to testimony from members of the Muara Tae community, PT Borneo has 
been preparing land since November 2010, one and a half years before a Social and 
Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIA) and High Conservation Value Assessment 
(HCVA) were carried out in May 2012. Land preparation by PT Borneo has occurred 
in the period immediately following the SEIA and HCV field studies and during the 
30-day comment period.  
 
This has been documented on the following occasions:   
 
20 June 2012: During a monitoring survey, Muara Tae representatives found PT 
Borneo was actively clearing Muara Tae lands. PT Borneo’s employee – “Yanik” 
reportedly claimed representatives of Ponaq village had sold the lands to PT Borneo.  
 
24 June 2012: Muara Tae villagers reported land clearance by PT Borneo on their 
land to Rizaldi, manager of PT Borneo, demanding he stop the activity.  Rizaldi 
reportedly agreed, and requested a meeting in Muara Tae village.  At the meeting, on 
the 25th June, Mr Rizaldi offered the villagers packages of Rp. 400,000 in cash by 
way of an “apology”, and asked villagers to meet PT Borneo board members from 
Singapore in Balikpapan. Muara Tae villagers declined to meet PT Borneo board 
members in Balikpapan.  
 
28 June 2012: Muara Tae village representatives went to areas occupied by PT 
Borneo workers and demarcated Muara Tae land boundaries. The company stopped 
work while the land demarcation was taking place.  
 
11 July 2012: Muara Tae villagers find PT Borneo clearing land.  
 
19 July 2012: Muara Tae villagers find PT Borneo clearing land. 
 
11 October 2012: Consultant in the employ of EIA witnesses PT Borneo bulldozer 
clearing land. 
 
Flawed Social and Environmental Impact/HCV Assessments 
The TUV report states that the assessments cover “the local social entities within the 
Izin Usaha Perkebunan (Plantation Permit) area”. It adds, however, that the 
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assessments utilized “purportive sampling” and did not involve the consultation of all 
communities.  
 
The suggestion that this method was a deliberate choice is misleading. In fact, 
consultants carrying out the HCV survey did approach the Village Head (Kepala 
Desa) of Muara Tae on 28th April 2012 in an attempt to consult the community over 
HCV in Muara Tae territory. The Village Head rejected this consultation on the 
grounds that: (a) by this date the community had repeatedly, formally and legitimately 
rejected PT Borneo’s overtures and PT Borneo was fully aware that the community 
did not want to give consent to the plantation; and (b) that the community considered 
the consultants to be representatives of the company and mistrusted their 
interpretation of HCV.  
 
As a result the assessments exclude input from the community of Muara Tae and 
cannot be considered credible. This is reflected in the failure of the TUV report to 
correctly identify legitimate land rights claims and misleading statements over the 
FPIC process. 
 
Failure to identify land rights 
The report claims that the HCV assessment concluded that “all local people’s land has 
been identified and the land acquisition with free prior and informed consent [sic]”.  
 
EIA formally contests this claim. 
 
By the date the report was produced the community had repeatedly rejected the 
presence of the company in its territory. The community had also supplied PT Borneo 
with a map of its customary territory. Annex 2a details specific occasions on which 
the community formally rejected the presence of PT Borneo. 

Through participatory mapping exercises, the community and Indonesian NGO 
Telapak have produced maps of the customary boundaries of Muara Tae. Overlaying 
these maps with the concession map within the report shows that the concession 
occupies an estimated 4,304 hectares of Muara Tae territory (see Annex 3). 
 
The assessment therefore does not identify “all local people’s land” as it does not 
recognise the land rights claims of Muara Tae. Neither has the land been acquired 
from the community, as the report claims. 

Further, the TUV report states that the PT Borneo concession is located in the 
following villages: “Muara Nayan Village, Pentat Village, Lembonah Village, Ponak 
Village, and Kenyanyan Village”. The report does not mention Muara Tae village - 
despite the fact that Muara Tae village is clearly marked as being located inside the 
PT Borneo concession area in the maps in the TUV report.  

Lack of Free, Prior and Informed Consent  

Community leaders in Muara Tae, including the Kepala Desa (village leader) and 
Kepala Adat (customary leader), have not given their consent to PT Borneo. They 
consider the presence of the company in their land to be illegal and have filed police 
reports to that effect.  
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The community has repeatedly made clear to PT Borneo, in a formal capacity, that it 
does not want the plantation in its territory. PT Borneo has ignored this and villagers 
state that they have been evicted from their land. Annex 2 lists, albeit not 
exhaustively, specific occasions on which the community have rejected PT Borneo. It 
also includes transcriptions of filmed testimony from the community, including the 
Kepala Desa and Kepala Adat, making clear that there has been no FPIC. 
 
Over the past year and a half EIA and Indonesian partners, Telapak, have worked 
closely with the community of Muara Tae village. Everything learned from the 
community during this period evidences a clear and irrefutable rejection of the PT 
Borneo concession on their land, and, correspondingly, refutes claims that FPIC 
principles have been followed by PT Borneo, as stated in the TUV report 
 
Destruction of HCV areas 
The TUV report identifies a small area (100 hectares) of HCV land that is ascribed to 
Muara Tae. This matter is immaterial due to the absence of consent. 
 
Nonetheless, community members consider the access to their entire territory to be 
integral to their livelihood strategies and culture, and have expressed considerable 
concern over the maintenance of both due to PT Borneo’s ongoing occupation and 
clearance of their land. 
 
In addition to the loss of farmland, the community has expressed concern over the 
loss of traditional medicines that are cultivated and gathered within its territorial 
boundaries. Further, the community believes that PT Borneo’s land preparation has 
caused damage to the Utak Melinau and Nayan rivers, which are the principal source 
of potable water for Muara Tae. This is despite the fact that the Nayan river has been 
identified as an HCV area. The destruction of watersheds as a result of the plantation 
has given rise to legitimate concerns over both flooding and drought. 
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,
;&,"&),<"&=,*"2,&)6(%,>&8?,-,1*",&"+2,@*%'A,-,*',;(*;A,B&?,-,*.<,)6*),'2,+*";,$.,
%()C%"(;,)&,'(A,D&'E*"$(.,'C.),"&),@&%1$8+2,(#$1),C.,*/*$"AF,
,
0";%(*.,B$"/<&?,GC*%*,H*(,(+;(%,*";,1C.)&'*%2,+*";&="(%,
IJ6(",K&%"(&,G$"$"/,L*2*,1*'(,)&,)6(,#$++*/(,=(,*++?,$",)6(,"*'(,&@,)6(,
1&''C"$)2?,%(@C.(;A,K(1*C.(,)6(,+*";,=*.,@&%,C.,@&%,@*%'$"/?,"&,'&%(,)6*",)6*)A,
0";,)6(,@&%(.),)6*),%('*$"$".,=(,=$++,'*$")*$"?,%(E+*")$"/,@&%(.).,.&,)6*),)6(2,
/%&=A,B&,=(,*%(,"&),%(*;2,)&,*11(E),)6(,E%(.("1(,&@,MH,K&%"(&,G$"$"/,L*2*AF,
,
M()%C.,0.C2?,GC*%*,H*(,(+;(%,*";,1C.&')*%2,+*";&="(%,
IMH,K&%"(&,L*2*,BC%2*,G$"$"/,$.,;(.)%&2$"/,@&%(.).?,;(E%$#$"/,)6(,%$/6).,&@,)6(,
$";$/("&C.,E(&E+(.,GC*%*,H*(?,8%$"/$"/,KN-G7K,O%$&),E&+$1(P,)&,$")$'$;*)(,
E(&E+(,.&,)6(2,;&"Q),;(@(";,)6($%,+*";A,0";,)6(2,6*#(,#$&+*)(;,&C%,6C'*",%$/6).?,
E*%)$1C+*%+2,82,;*'*/$"/,)6(,("#$%&"'(")A,R*'*/$"/,)6(,.&C%1(.,&@,.E%$"/,
=*)(%,@&%,)6(,%$#(%.,)6*),@+&=,)&,GC*%*,H*(,*";,;(.)%&2$"/,)6(,@&%(.),=&&;,*";,
)%*;$)$&"*+,'(;$1$"(.,)6*),6*#(,8((",'*$")*$"(;,82,)6(,1&''C"$)2,&@,GC*%*,
H*(AF,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,



!"#$%&"'(")*+,-"#(.)$/*)$&",0/("12,3,45)6,71)&8(%,9:49,
,
!""#$%&'%()*"+,-.#/%)0%1*,-,%2,#%3*/4)5,-6%4#--.4)-6%)7#-8,.+%)"%92%()-"#)%
3)"3#//.)"%:)*"+,-.#/%."%;*55,-6%<#=)-4%)0%;>?!%,"+%@AB%!//#//5#"4%
,

,
,
,


